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HOW TO BOOK OR MAKE A GROUP RESERVATION:  
Please call our Group Travel Coordinator on +44 (0)151 330 1420 (Mon - Fri 9am - 4.30pm) or  
email groups@merseyferries.co.uk. For more information visit merseyferries.co.uk/groups 

Mersey Ferries offers something for groups to discover throughout the year. The best way to see 
Liverpool has always been by Mersey Ferry with our stunning skyline making an everlasting impression 
on every visitor. For tour organisers, Liverpool is the place that has all the ‘must go to’ factors…and 
everything is linked by our famous Ferry ’cross the Mersey. Read on for plenty of ideas to make 
Liverpool your most successful destination in 2022/23.

RIVER EXPLORER CRUISES 
Take one of our daily River Explorer Cruises, for an exhilarating waterfront experience 
which provides stunning views of Liverpool’s skyline. As your group relaxes during the 
trip, they will be captivated as the rich and fascinating history of our world-famous 
waterfront unfolds before them. The cruise includes expert recorded commentary 
throughout the 50-minute trip. 
We have two Mersey Ferries; the Royal Iris of the Mersey in traditional black, white and 
red livery and the Dazzle Ferry, the only operating Dazzle Ship in the UK. The eye-
catching design was created by Sir Peter Blake (famous for The Beatles Sgt Pepper’s 
Album cover), as part of the First World War commemorations. 
Cruise fact sheets are available in French, German, Italian, Spanish, Japanese & Mandarin.
Group Rate 20+ £8.50pp (published rate £11pp). FREE admission for the guide / group 
organiser and free coach parking at Woodside Ferry Terminal, Wirral.

HISTORY, CULTURE & ART
Why not continue your group tour after a relaxing cruise and visit the Museum of 
Liverpool? Here you can explore Liverpool’s fascinating, diverse history at this striking 
waterfront museum.   
Take a short walk over to the Royal Albert Dock and soak up the history and culture at 
the most popular free tourist attraction in the North West. Art, museums, shops and 
restaurants there’s so much to explore. Uncover objects from the Titanic and learn more 
about the history of the Port of Liverpool at the Merseyside Maritime Museum. See 
modern and inspiring works of art at Tate Liverpool and experience the ten-metre-high 
Liverpool Mountain sculpture by Swiss artist Ugo Rondinone outside of the gallery.  
If your group wants to browse the shops, they’re sure to find what they’re looking for at 
Liverpool ONE, it’s only a short walk away from the Pier Head Ferry Terminal and is the 
ultimate shopping and leisure destination with over 170 shops, bars and restaurants right 
in the heart of Liverpool City Centre.  

Suggested Group Itineraries: 

FOLLOW THE MERSEY BEAT!
Did you know that The Beatles performed four times on-board ‘The Royal Iris’ at The Cavern 
Club’s famous Riverboat Shuffle Cruises in 1961 and 1962? Our connection to The Beatles 
doesn’t end there as our Dazzle Ship was designed by Sir Peter Blake, who created the 
famous Sgt Pepper’s Album cover. After your group’s river cruise why not visit the award 
winning The Beatles Story attraction, it’s only a short walk over from the Pier Head Ferry 
Terminal to the Royal Albert Dock.  The Beatles Story is the world’s largest permanent 
exhibition purely devoted to telling the story of the lives and times of The Beatles.  
You could also stroll over to The Cavern Club on Mathew Street where it all began or take a 
short coach ride over to Strawberry Fields where you can walk through the famous gardens, 
visit the interactive exhibition and hear the interweaving stories of the house, 
The Salvation Army, John Lennon’s childhood, and the writing and recording of  
‘Strawberry Fields Forever’. 

DISCOVER WIRRAL
Hop off the ferry at Woodside Ferry Terminal and discover the Wirral Peninsula. Take 
a short coach ride to Port Sunlight, an idyllic garden village planned and built in the 
19th century by the philanthropist William Hesketh Lever for his Sunlight Soap factory 
workers. Visit the new exhibition ‘SoapWorks’ and discover the story of soap at The 
Port Sunlight Museum. Find out what life was like in the Edwardian Worker’s Cottage 
Experience and explore the beautiful architecture and manicured landscape on guided 
walking tours.   
In the heart of the village is the Lady Lever Art Gallery, famous for its collections of 
furniture, ceramics and fine art.

For further information, please contact:
Claire Patros  
Travel Trade – Mersey Ferries 
E: claire.patros@merseyferries.co.uk
T: +44 (0)151 330 1458

Ginette Goulston-Lincoln
Travel Trade Consultant 
E: ginette@goulston-lincoln.com
M: +44 (0)7958 448002

Mersey Ferries offers something for groups to discover throughout the year. 
We have a range of cruise experiences, which can be packaged as part of a 
more extensive itinerary. Please see our exciting range of cruise options for 
2021/2022.
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RIVER EXPLORER CRUISE
Duration – 50 minutes. Available daily throughout the year 2021/2022.

LIVERPOOL BAY CRUISE – NEW FOR 2021 & 2022
Duration – 3 hours. Various dates during July & August 2021. 

Group Rate 20+ £17pp (published rate £20pp)

EVENING CRUISE ON THE MERSEY 
Duration - 2½ hours. Various weekend dates during summer 2021.
Groups can set sail on an Evening Cruise and experience the city from the heart of the 
Mersey. Enjoy live music from talented local artists, a licensed bar and incredible views of 
Liverpool’s iconic UNESCO World Heritage Waterfront. These unique two and a half hour 
cruises are unlike anything else on offer in the city. 
The programme will be confirmed summer 2021.
Group Rate 20+ £17pp (published rate £20pp) 

Cruise fact sheets available in French, German, Italian, Spanish, Japanese & Mandarin.
Group Rate 20+ £8.50pp (published rate £11pp). FREE admission for the group organiser, 
leader or coach driver.

For further information, please contact:
Claire Patros  
Travel Trade – Mersey Ferries 
E: claire.patros@merseyferries.co.uk
T: +44 (0)151 330 1458

Ginette Goulston-Lincoln
Travel Trade Consultant 
E: ginette@goulston-lincoln.com
M: +44 (0)7958 448002

Mersey Ferries offers something for groups to discover throughout the year. 
We have a range of cruise experiences, which can be packaged as part of a 
more extensive itinerary. Please see our exciting range of cruise options for 
2021/2022.
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How to book or make a group reservation
Please call our Group Travel Coordinator on +44 (0)151 330 1420 (Mon - Fri  9am - 4.30pm)
or email groups@merseyferries.co.uk      
For more information visit merseyferries.co.uk 

We have a wide range of cruise experiences, which can be packaged as part of 
a more extensive sightseeing itinerary. Please see our exciting range of cruise 
options and packages for 2020/2021:

RIVER EXPLORER CRUISE
Duration – 50 minutes. Available daily throughout the year 2020/21

Take a ferry ‘cross the Mersey and see one of the greatest waterfronts in the world! This is a ‘must do’ experience
as part of any group visit to Liverpool. Visitors can sit back, relax and soak in the rich and fascinating history of the
city aboard the world famous Mersey Ferry. Guided by expert commentary throughout the 50-minute trip, the River

Our on-board café serves refreshments and snacks, and our indoor and outdoor seating means you can travel in comfort whatever the 
weather! Cruises depart daily throughout the year and include free entry to U-boat Story.
Cruise fact sheets available in French, German, Italian, Spanish, Japanese & Mandarin.
Group Rate 20+ £8.50pp (published rate £11pp).

RIVER EXPLORER CRUISE & CITY EXPLORER OPEN TOP BUS - DO THE DOUBLE
Duration – 2 hours to ½ day. Available daily throughout the year 2020/2021

Groups can take advantage of our most popular tourist trip and experience Liverpool from both water and land! Do
the Double includes our 50-minute River Explorer Cruise, plus a guided tour on Liverpool’s City Explorer open top
bus. The bus route provides the opportunity to see some of the city’s most famous landmarks, including the Royal
Albert Dock, the Cavern Quarter and the Chinese Arch. We can organise a dedicated open top bus, which can meet

your group following the River Explorer Cruise. Advanced booking is required (subject to availability and group size).

Group Rate 20+ £14.50pp (published rate £18). 

RIVER EXPLORER CRUISE & THE BEATLES STORY - DAY TRIPPER
Duration – full day. Available throughout the year 2020/21

and a trip on the Mersey Ferries’ River Explorer Cruise. The Beatles Story is the world’s largest exhibition dedicated
to the lives and times of The Beatles and is located at the Royal Albert Dock. The Mersey Ferries has its own
connection with The Beatles as the group performed on the ferry during the 1960s.

Group Rate 20+ £22pp (published rate £27). 

MANCHESTER SHIP CANAL CRUISE
Duration - 6 hours approx. Various dates from April to October 2020 & 2021. 

Our extremely popular Manchester Ship Canal Cruises take visitors on a six-hour cruise along one of the UK’s most
fascinating inland waterways. Cruises depart from both Liverpool and Manchester, and include live commentary
from an on-board Blue Badge Guide, who will talk through the history of the canal, as well as highlighting significant
points of interest along the way. Visitors can discover how the canal helped shape the city of Manchester and the

North West, and experience locks and bridges that have remained largely unchanged since their construction more than 125 years ago.
Cruises have both indoor and outdoor seating, as well as an on-board café serving food and drinks.. Dates and reservations for 2020 & 2021
sailings are now available.

2020 Group Rate 20+ £39pp for groups organising their own transfers. £42pp for groups using our return coach transfer (published rate £45pp)
2021 Group Rate 20+ £40pp for groups organising their own transfers. £43pp for groups using our return coach transfer (published rate £46pp)  

EVENING CRUISE ON THE MERSEY
Duration - 2½ hours. Various weekend dates from June to September 2020

Groups can set sail on an Evening Cruise and experience the city from the heart of the Mersey. Enjoy live music from
talented local artists, a licensed bar and incredible views of Liverpool’s iconic UNESCO World Heritage Waterfront.

Group Rate 20+ £17pp (published rate £20pp)

LIVERPOOL BAY CRUISE – NEW FOR 2020
Duration – 3 hours. Various dates from June to August 2020 & 2021.

Following a successful trial in 2019, we have scheduled 14 cruises which will sail out into Liverpool Bay, allowing
passengers to take in the scenery and learn more about the fascinating history and geography of the area. The cruise
will include commentary from a Blue Badge Guide and live music.

2020 & 2021 Group Rate 20+ £16pp (published rate £19pp)
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MANCHESTER SHIP CANAL CRUISE NEW FOR 2021  & 2022 
Sail to Latchford Locks and back!
Duration - 6 hours approx. Various dates from July to October 2021.

Our extremely popular Manchester Ship Canal Cruises will set sail along a new cruise 
route in 2021. The round-trip cruise will sail from Wirral and Liverpool, travel along  the 
captivating Manchester Ship Canal to the historic Latchford Locks and back, giving 
visitors the opportunity to experience a round-trip in the same day!
The cruise will include live commentary from an on-board Blue Badge Guide. Visitors will

discover how the canal helped to shape the North West, and experience locks and bridges like the Grade II listed 
Runcorn Rail Bridge and the Latchford High Level Bridge. 
At Latchford Locks the ferry will turn and start the return journey back to Liverpool and Wirral. Visitors will get 
a breath-taking view of the Mersey Estuary and Liverpool’s UNESCO World Heritage Waterfront in the distance. 
Cruises have both indoor and outdoor seating, as well as an on-board café serving food and drinks. Dates and 
reservations for 2021 & 2022 sailings are now available. Please see the groups section at merseyferries.co.uk

Group Rate 20+ £40pp

Following a successful trial, we have scheduled a number of cruises which will sail out 
into Liverpool Bay, allowing passengers to take in the scenery and learn more about the 
fascinating history and geography of the area. The cruise will include commentary from 
a Blue Badge Guide and live music. Dates and reservations for 2021 & 2022 sailings are 
now available. Please see the groups section at merseyferries.co.uk

Take a ferry ‘cross the Mersey and see one of the greatest waterfronts in 
the world! This is a ‘must do’ experience as part of any group visit to 
Liverpool. Visitors can sit back, relax and soak in the rich and fascinating 
history of the city aboard the world famous Mersey Ferry. Guided by 
expert recorded commentary throughout the 50-minute trip, the River 
Explorer Cruise offers stunning views of the UNESCO World Heritage 
Waterfront. Our on-board café serves refreshments and 
snacks, and our indoor and outdoor seating means you 
can travel in comfort whatever the weather!
Cruises depart daily throughout the year.

For further information, please contact:
Claire Patros  
Travel Trade – Mersey Ferries 
E: claire.patros@merseyferries.co.uk
T: +44 (0)151 330 1458

Ginette Goulston-Lincoln
Travel Trade Consultant 
E: ginette@goulston-lincoln.com
M: +44 (0)7958 448002

Mersey Ferries offers something for groups to discover throughout the year. 
We have a range of cruise experiences, which can be packaged as part of a 
more extensive itinerary. Please see our exciting range of cruise options for 
2021/2022.
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RIVER EXPLORER CRUISE
Duration – 50 minutes. Available daily throughout the year 2021/2022.

LIVERPOOL BAY CRUISE – NEW FOR 2021 & 2022
Duration – 3 hours. Various dates during July & August 2021. 

Group Rate 20+ £17pp (published rate £20pp)

EVENING CRUISE ON THE MERSEY 
Duration - 2½ hours. Various weekend dates during summer 2021.
Groups can set sail on an Evening Cruise and experience the city from the heart of the 
Mersey. Enjoy live music from talented local artists, a licensed bar and incredible views of 
Liverpool’s iconic UNESCO World Heritage Waterfront. These unique two and a half hour 
cruises are unlike anything else on offer in the city. 
The programme will be confirmed summer 2021.
Group Rate 20+ £17pp (published rate £20pp) 

Cruise fact sheets available in French, German, Italian, Spanish, Japanese & Mandarin.
Group Rate 20+ £8.50pp (published rate £11pp). FREE admission for the group organiser, 
leader or coach driver.

For further information, please contact:
Claire Patros  
Travel Trade – Mersey Ferries 
E: claire.patros@merseyferries.co.uk
T: +44 (0)151 330 1458

Ginette Goulston-Lincoln
Travel Trade Consultant 
E: ginette@goulston-lincoln.com
M: +44 (0)7958 448002

Mersey Ferries offers something for groups to discover throughout the year. 
We have a range of cruise experiences, which can be packaged as part of a 
more extensive itinerary. Please see our exciting range of cruise options for 
2021/2022.
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How to book or make a group reservation
Please call our Group Travel Coordinator on +44 (0)151 330 1420 (Mon - Fri  9am - 4.30pm)
or email groups@merseyferries.co.uk      
For more information visit merseyferries.co.uk 

We have a wide range of cruise experiences, which can be packaged as part of 
a more extensive sightseeing itinerary. Please see our exciting range of cruise 
options and packages for 2020/2021:

RIVER EXPLORER CRUISE
Duration – 50 minutes. Available daily throughout the year 2020/21

Take a ferry ‘cross the Mersey and see one of the greatest waterfronts in the world! This is a ‘must do’ experience
as part of any group visit to Liverpool. Visitors can sit back, relax and soak in the rich and fascinating history of the
city aboard the world famous Mersey Ferry. Guided by expert commentary throughout the 50-minute trip, the River

Our on-board café serves refreshments and snacks, and our indoor and outdoor seating means you can travel in comfort whatever the 
weather! Cruises depart daily throughout the year and include free entry to U-boat Story.
Cruise fact sheets available in French, German, Italian, Spanish, Japanese & Mandarin.
Group Rate 20+ £8.50pp (published rate £11pp).

RIVER EXPLORER CRUISE & CITY EXPLORER OPEN TOP BUS - DO THE DOUBLE
Duration – 2 hours to ½ day. Available daily throughout the year 2020/2021

Groups can take advantage of our most popular tourist trip and experience Liverpool from both water and land! Do
the Double includes our 50-minute River Explorer Cruise, plus a guided tour on Liverpool’s City Explorer open top
bus. The bus route provides the opportunity to see some of the city’s most famous landmarks, including the Royal
Albert Dock, the Cavern Quarter and the Chinese Arch. We can organise a dedicated open top bus, which can meet

your group following the River Explorer Cruise. Advanced booking is required (subject to availability and group size).

Group Rate 20+ £14.50pp (published rate £18). 

RIVER EXPLORER CRUISE & THE BEATLES STORY - DAY TRIPPER
Duration – full day. Available throughout the year 2020/21

and a trip on the Mersey Ferries’ River Explorer Cruise. The Beatles Story is the world’s largest exhibition dedicated
to the lives and times of The Beatles and is located at the Royal Albert Dock. The Mersey Ferries has its own
connection with The Beatles as the group performed on the ferry during the 1960s.

Group Rate 20+ £22pp (published rate £27). 

MANCHESTER SHIP CANAL CRUISE
Duration - 6 hours approx. Various dates from April to October 2020 & 2021. 

Our extremely popular Manchester Ship Canal Cruises take visitors on a six-hour cruise along one of the UK’s most
fascinating inland waterways. Cruises depart from both Liverpool and Manchester, and include live commentary
from an on-board Blue Badge Guide, who will talk through the history of the canal, as well as highlighting significant
points of interest along the way. Visitors can discover how the canal helped shape the city of Manchester and the

North West, and experience locks and bridges that have remained largely unchanged since their construction more than 125 years ago.
Cruises have both indoor and outdoor seating, as well as an on-board café serving food and drinks.. Dates and reservations for 2020 & 2021
sailings are now available.

2020 Group Rate 20+ £39pp for groups organising their own transfers. £42pp for groups using our return coach transfer (published rate £45pp)
2021 Group Rate 20+ £40pp for groups organising their own transfers. £43pp for groups using our return coach transfer (published rate £46pp)  

EVENING CRUISE ON THE MERSEY
Duration - 2½ hours. Various weekend dates from June to September 2020

Groups can set sail on an Evening Cruise and experience the city from the heart of the Mersey. Enjoy live music from
talented local artists, a licensed bar and incredible views of Liverpool’s iconic UNESCO World Heritage Waterfront.

Group Rate 20+ £17pp (published rate £20pp)

LIVERPOOL BAY CRUISE – NEW FOR 2020
Duration – 3 hours. Various dates from June to August 2020 & 2021.

Following a successful trial in 2019, we have scheduled 14 cruises which will sail out into Liverpool Bay, allowing
passengers to take in the scenery and learn more about the fascinating history and geography of the area. The cruise
will include commentary from a Blue Badge Guide and live music.

2020 & 2021 Group Rate 20+ £16pp (published rate £19pp)
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MANCHESTER SHIP CANAL CRUISE NEW FOR 2021  & 2022 
Sail to Latchford Locks and back!
Duration - 6 hours approx. Various dates from July to October 2021.

Our extremely popular Manchester Ship Canal Cruises will set sail along a new cruise 
route in 2021. The round-trip cruise will sail from Wirral and Liverpool, travel along  the 
captivating Manchester Ship Canal to the historic Latchford Locks and back, giving 
visitors the opportunity to experience a round-trip in the same day!
The cruise will include live commentary from an on-board Blue Badge Guide. Visitors will

discover how the canal helped to shape the North West, and experience locks and bridges like the Grade II listed 
Runcorn Rail Bridge and the Latchford High Level Bridge. 
At Latchford Locks the ferry will turn and start the return journey back to Liverpool and Wirral. Visitors will get 
a breath-taking view of the Mersey Estuary and Liverpool’s UNESCO World Heritage Waterfront in the distance. 
Cruises have both indoor and outdoor seating, as well as an on-board café serving food and drinks. Dates and 
reservations for 2021 & 2022 sailings are now available. Please see the groups section at merseyferries.co.uk

Group Rate 20+ £40pp

Following a successful trial, we have scheduled a number of cruises which will sail out 
into Liverpool Bay, allowing passengers to take in the scenery and learn more about the 
fascinating history and geography of the area. The cruise will include commentary from 
a Blue Badge Guide and live music. Dates and reservations for 2021 & 2022 sailings are 
now available. Please see the groups section at merseyferries.co.uk

Take a ferry ‘cross the Mersey and see one of the greatest waterfronts in 
the world! This is a ‘must do’ experience as part of any group visit to 
Liverpool. Visitors can sit back, relax and soak in the rich and fascinating 
history of the city aboard the world famous Mersey Ferry. Guided by 
expert recorded commentary throughout the 50-minute trip, the River 
Explorer Cruise offers stunning views of the UNESCO World Heritage 
Waterfront. Our on-board café serves refreshments and 
snacks, and our indoor and outdoor seating means you 
can travel in comfort whatever the weather!
Cruises depart daily throughout the year.


